Simulation of DNA electrophoresis in systems of large number of solvent particles by coarse-grained hybrid molecular dynamics approach.
Simulation of DNA electrophoresis facilitates the design of DNA separation devices. Various methods have been explored for simulating DNA electrophoresis and other processes using implicit and explicit solvent models. Explicit solvent models are highly desired but their applications may be limited by high computing cost in simulating large number of solvent particles. In this work, a coarse-grained hybrid molecular dynamics (CGH-MD) approach was introduced for simulating DNA electrophoresis in explicit solvent of large number of solvent particles. CGH-MD was tested in the simulation of a polymer solution and computation of nonuniform charge distribution in a cylindrical nanotube, which shows good agreement with observations and those of more rigorous computational methods at a significantly lower computing cost than other explicit-solvent methods. CGH-MD was further applied to the simulation of DNA electrophoresis in a polymer solution and in a well-studied nanofluidic device. Simulation results are consistent with observations and reported simulation results, suggesting that CGH-MD is potentially useful for studying electrophoresis of macromolecules and assemblies in nanofluidic, microfluidic, and microstructure array systems that involve extremely large number of solvent particles, nonuniformly distributed electrostatic interactions, bound and sequestered water molecules.